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THE COMPLEXITY OF SATISFACTION PROBLEMS
IN REVERSE MATHEMATICS
LUDOVIC PATEY
Abstract. Satisfiability problems play a central role in computer science and engineering
as a general framework for studying the complexity of various problems. Schaefer proved
in 1978 that truth satisfaction of propositional formulas given a language of relations is
either NP-complete or tractable. We classify the corresponding satisfying assignment con-
struction problems in the framework of reverse mathematics and show that the principles
are either provable over RCA0 or equivalent to WKL0. We formulate also a Ramseyan
version of the problems and state a different dichotomy theorem. However, the different
classes arising from this classification are not known to be distinct.
1. Introduction
A common way to solve a constrained problem in industry consists in reducing it to
a satisfaction problem over propositional logic and using a SAT solver. The generality
of the framework and its multiple applications make it a natural subject of interest for
the scientific community and constraint satisfaction problems remains an active field of
research.
In 1978, Schaefer [10] gave a great insight in the understanding of the complexity of sat-
isfiability problems by studying a parameterized class of problems and showing they admit
a dichotomy between NP-completeness and tractability. Many other dichotomy theorems
have been proven since, about refinements to AC0 reductions [1], variants about counting,
optimization, 3-valued domains and many others [4, 7, 3]. The existence of dichotomies
for n-valued domains with n > 3 remains open.
Reverse mathematics is a vast program for the classification of the strength of mathe-
matical theorems. It uses proof theoretic methods to reveal the computational content of
theorems. This study has led to the main observation that many theorems are computa-
tionally equivalent to one of four axioms. One particular axiom is Weak König’s lemma
(WKL0) which allows formalization of many compactness arguments and the solution to
many satisfiability problems. We believe that studying constraint satisfaction problems
(CSP) within this framework can lead to insights in both fields: in reverse mathematics, we
can exploit the generality of constraint satisfaction problems to compare existing principles
by reducing them to satisfaction problems. In CSP, reverse mathematics can yield a better
understanding of the computational strength of satisfiability problems for particular classes
of formulas. In particular we answer the question of Marek & Remmel [8] whether there
are dichotomy theorems for infinite recursive versions of constraint satisfaction problems.1
Definition 1.1. Let B= {F,T} be the set of Booleans. An (infinite) set of Boolean formu-
las C is finitely satisfiable if every conjunction of a finite set of formulas in C is satisfiable.
Date: November 5, 2018.
1 This paper is an extended version of a conference paper of the same name published in CiE 2014.
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2 LUDOVIC PATEY
SAT is the statement “For every finitely satisfiable set C of Boolean formulas over an in-
finite set of variables V , there exists an infinite assignment ν : V → B satisfying C.” The
pair (V,C) forms an instance of SAT.
The base axiom system for reverse mathematics is called RCA0, standing for Recursive
Comprehension Axiom. It consists of basic Peano axioms together with a comprehension
scheme restricted to ∆01 formulas and an the induction restricted to Σ
0
1 formulas.
Theorem 1.2 (Simpson [11]). RCA0 `WKL0↔ SAT
Proof. WKL0→ SAT: Let C be a finitely satisfiable set of formulas over a set of variables
V . Let 〈xi | i ∈ N〉 enumerate V . For each σ ∈ 2<N, identify σ with the truth assignment
νσ on {xi | i < |σ |} given by (∀i < |σ |)(νσ (xi) = T↔ σ(i) = 1). Let T ⊆ 2<N be the
tree T = {σ ∈ 2<N | ¬(∃θ ∈ C  |σ |)(νσ (θ) = F)}, where C  |σ | is the set of formulas
in C coded by numbers less than |σ |, and νσ (θ) is the truth value assigned to θ by νσ
(note that νσ (θ) is undefined if θ contains a variable xm for m ≥ |σ |). T exists by ∆01
comprehension and is downward closed. T is infinite because for any n∈N, any satisfying
truth assignment of C  n restricted to {xi | i< n} yields a string in T of length n. By WKL0
let P ⊆ N be a path through T . We show that every finite C0 ⊆ C can be satisfied by the
truth assignment ν : V → B defined for all xi ∈ V by ν(xi) = T↔ i ∈ P. Given C0 ⊆ C
finite, let n be such that C0 ⊆C  n and such that Var(C0) ⊆ {xi | i < n}. Now let σ ≺ P
be such that |σ |= n. Then (∀θ ∈C0)(νσ (θ) = T) because νσ (θ) is defined for all θ ∈C0
and νσ (θ) 6= F for all θ ∈C0. Thus νσ satisfies C0.
SAT→WKL0: Let V = {xi | i ∈ N} be a set of distinct variables, and to each string
σ ∈ 2<N, associate the formula θσ ≡ ∧i<|σ | `i, where `i ≡ xi if σ(i) = 1 and `i ≡ ¬xi if
σ(i) = 0. Let T ⊆ 2<N be an infinite tree, and, for each n ∈ N, let T n = {σ ∈ T | |σ |= n}.
Let C = {∨σ∈T n θσ | n ∈N}. We show that every finite C0 ⊆C is satisfiable. Given C0 ⊆C
finite, let n be maximum such that
∨
σ∈T n θσ ∈ C0 and, as T is infinite, let τ ∈ T have
length n. Then θτ → φ for every φ ∈C0 because if φ = ∨σ∈T m θσ ∈C0, then m≤ n, θτm
is a disjunct of φ , and θτ → θτm. Therefore C0 is satisfiable by the truth assignment that
satisfies θτ . By SAT there exists a valid assignment ν for C. Let P be {i ∈ N : ν(xi) = T}.
We show that P is a path through T . Given n ∈ N, let σ ≺ P be such that |σ | = n. By
definition of P, (∀i < n)(σ(i) = 1↔ ν(xi) = T), so ν(θσ ) = T, from which it follows that
σ ∈ T n. 
RWKL, a weakening of WKL0, has been recently introduced by Flood in [5]. Given
an infinite binary tree, the principle does not assert the existence of a path, but rather of
an infinite subset of a path through the tree. Initially called RKL, it has been renamed
to RWKL in [2] to give a consistent R prefix to Ramseyan principles. This principle has
been shown to be strictly weaker than SRT22 and WKL0 by Flood, and strictly stronger
than DNR by Bienvenu & al. in [2]. By analogy with RWKL, we formulate Ramsey-type
versions of satisfiability problems.
Definition 1.3. Let C be a sequence of Boolean formulas over an infinite set of variables V .
A set H is homogeneous for C if there is a truth value c∈B such that every conjunction of a
finite set of formulas in C is satisfiable by a truth assignment ν such that (∀a ∈H)(ν(a) =
c).
Definition 1.4. LRSAT is the statement “Let C be a finitely satisfiable set of Boolean
formulas over an infinite set of variables V . For every infinite set L ⊆ V there exists an
infinite set H ⊆ L homogeneous for C.” The corresponding instance of LRSAT is the tuple
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(V,C,L). RSAT is obtained by restricting LRSAT to L =V . Then an instance of RSAT is
an ordered pair (V,C).
The equivalence between WKL0 and SAT over RCA0 extends to their Ramseyan ver-
sion. The proof is relatively easy and directly adaptable from proof of Theorem 1.2.
Theorem 1.5 (Bienvenu & al. [2]). RCA0 ` RWKL↔ RSAT↔ LRSAT
1.1. Definitions and notations. Some classes of Boolean formulas – bijunctive, affine,
horn, ... – have been extensively studied in complexity theory, leading to the well-known
dichotomy theorem due to Schaefer. We give a precise definition of those classes in order
to state our dichotomy theorems.
Definition 1.6. A literal is either a Boolean variable (positive literal), or its negation (neg-
ative literal). A clause is a disjunction of literals. A clause is horn if it has at most one
positive literal, co-horn if it has at most one negative literal and bijunctive if it has at most 2
literals. If we number Boolean variables, we can associate to each Boolean formula ϕ with
Boolean variables x1, . . . ,xn a relation [ϕ]⊆ Bn such that~a∈ [ϕ] iff ϕ(~a) holds. If S is a set
of relations, an S-formula over a set of variables V is a formula of the form R(y1, . . . ,yn)
for some R ∈ S and y1, . . . ,yn ∈V .
Example 1.7. Let S = {→}. (x→ y) is an S-formula but (x→ ¬y) is not. Neither is
(x→ y)∧ (y→ z). The formula (x→ y) is equivalent to the horn clause (¬x∨y) where the
literals are ¬x and y.
Definition 1.8. A formula ϕ is i-valid for i ∈ B if ϕ(i, . . . , i) holds. It is horn (resp. co-
horn, bijunctive) if it is a conjunction of horn (resp. co-horn, bijunctive) clauses. A formula
is affine if it is a conjunction of formulas of the form x1⊕·· ·⊕ xn = i for i ∈ B where ⊕ is
the exclusive or.
A relation R ⊆ {0,1}n is bijunctive (resp. horn, co-horn, affine, i-valid) if there is
bijunctive (resp. horn, co-horn, affine, i-valid) formula ϕ such that R = [ϕ]. A relation R
is i-default for i ∈ B if for every~r ∈ R and every j < |~r|, the vector ~s defined by ~s( j) = i
and~s(k) =~r(k) otherwise, is also in R. In particular every i-default relation is i-valid. We
denote by ISAT(S) the class of satisfiable conjunctions of S-formulas.
1.2. Dichotomies. We first state the celebrated dichotomy theorem from Schaefer. Inter-
estingly, the corresponding dichotomies in reverse mathematics are not based on the same
classes of relations as the ones from Schaefer.
Theorem 1.9 (Schaefer’s dichotomy [10]). Let S be a finite set of Boolean relations. If S
satisfies one of the conditions (a)−( f ) below, then ISAT(S) is polynomial-time decidable.
Otherwise, ISAT(S) is log-complete in NP.
(a) Every relation in S is F-valid.
(b) Every relation in S is T-valid.
(c) Every relation in S is horn
(d) Every relation in S is co-horn
(e) Every relation in S is affine.
(f) Every relation in S is bijunctive.
In the remainder of this paper, S will be a – possibly infinite – class of Boolean relations.
Note that there is no effectiveness requirement on S.
Definition 1.10. SAT(S) is the statement “For every finitely satisfiable set C of S-formulas
over an infinite set of variables V , there exists an infinite assignment ν : V → B satisfying
C”.
We will prove the following theorem based on Schaefer’s theorem.
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Theorem 1.11. If S satisfies one of the conditions (a)−(d) below, then SAT(S) is provable
over RCA0. Otherwise SAT(S) is equivalent to WKL0 over RCA0.
(a) Every relation in S is F-valid.
(b) Every relation in S is T-valid.
(c) If R ∈ S is not F-default then R = [x].
(d) If R ∈ S is not T-default then R = [¬x].
SAT(S) principles are not fully satisfactory as these are not robust notions: if we define
SAT(S) in terms of satisfiable sets of conjunctions of S-formulas, this yields a different
dichotomy theorems. In particular, RCA0 ` SAT([x], [¬y]) whereas RCA0 ` SAT([x∧
¬y])↔WKL0. Ramseyan versions of satisfaction problems have better properties.
Definition 1.12. RSAT(S) is the statement “For every finitely satisfiable set C of S-formulas
over an infinite set of variables V , there exists an infinite set H ⊆V homogeneous for C”.
Usual reductions between satisfiability problems involve fresh variable introductions.
This is why it is natural to define a localized version of those principles, i.e. where the
homogeneous set has to lie within a pre-specified set.
Definition 1.13. LRSAT(S) is the statement “For every finitely satisfiable set C of S-
formulas over an infinite set of variables V and every infinite set X ⊆ V , there exists an
infinite set H ⊆ X homogeneous for C”.
In particular, we define LRSAT(F-valid) (resp. LRSAT(T-valid), LRSAT(Horn), LRSAT(CoHorn),
LRSAT(Bijunctive) or LRSAT(Affine)) to denote LRSAT(S) where S is the set of all F-
valid (resp. T-valid, horn, co-horn, bijunctive or affine) relations. We will prove the fol-
lowing dichotomy theorem.
Theorem 1.14. Either RCA0 ` LRSAT(S) or LRSAT(S) is equivalent to one of the fol-
lowing principles over RCA0:
1. LRSAT
2. LRSAT([x 6= y])
3. LRSAT(Affine)
4. LRSAT(Bijunctive)
As we will see in Theorem 4.1, each of those principles are equivalent to their non
localized version. As well, LRSAT([x 6= y]) coincides with an already existing princi-
ple about bipartite graphs [2] called RCOLOR2 and LRSAT is equivalent to RWKL over
RCA0. Hence LRSAT(S) is either provable over RCA0, or equivalent to one of RCOLOR2,
RSAT(Affine), RSAT(Bijunctive) and RWKL over RCA0.
2. Schaefer’s dichotomy theorem
Definition 2.1. Let S be a set of Boolean relations and V be a set of variables. Let ϕ be an
S-formula over V . We denote by Var(ϕ) the set of variables occurring in ϕ . An assignment
for ϕ is a function ν : Var(ϕ)→ {T,F}. An assignment can be naturally extended to a
function over formulas by the natural interpretation rules for logical connectives. Then
an assignment ν satisfies ϕ if ν(ϕ) = T. The set of assignments satisfying ϕ is written
Assign(ϕ). Variable substitution is defined in the usual way and is written ϕ[y/x], meaning
that all occurrences of x in ϕ are replaced by y. We will also write ϕ[y/X ] where X is a
set of variables to denote substitution of all occurrences of a variable of X in ϕ by y. A
constant is either F or T.
Definition 2.2. Let S be a set of Boolean relations. The class of existentially quantified S-
formulas – i.e. of the form (∃~x)R[~x,~y] with R∈ S – is denoted by Gen∗NC(S). We also define
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Rep∗NC(S) =
{
[R] : R ∈ Gen∗NC(S)
}
, ie. the relations represented by existentially quantified
S-formula. By abuse of notation, we may use Rep∗NC(R) when R is a relation to denote
Rep∗NC({R}).
Given some set of Boolean realtions S, the set Rep∗NC(S) might not exist over RCA0.
However, we shall not use it as a set, but within relations of the form [R] ∈ Rep∗NC(S),
which can be seen as an abbreviation for an arithmetical statement using only R and S as
parameters. Also note that the definition of Gen∗NC(S) and Rep
∗
NC(S) differ from Schae-
fer’s definition of GenNC(S) and RepNC(S) in that the latter are closed under conjunction.
Therefore, reusing Schaefer’s lemmas must be done with some precautions, checking that
his proofs do not use conjunction. This is the case of the following lemma:
Lemma 2.3 (Schaefer in [10, 4.3]). RCA0 proves that at least one of the following holds:
(a) Every relation in S is F-valid.
(b) Every relation in S is T-valid.
(c) [x] and [¬x] are contained in Rep∗NC(S).
(d) [x 6= y] ∈ Rep∗NC(S).
One easily sees that if every relation in S is F-valid (resp. T-valid) then RCA0 ` SAT(S)
as the assignment always equal to F (resp. T) is a valid assignment and is computable. We
will now see that problems parameterized by relations either F-default or [x] (resp. T-
default or [¬x]) are also solvable over RCA0.
The proof of the following lemma justifies the name F-default (resp. T-default) by
using a strategy for solving an instance (V,C) of SAT(S) consists in defining an assignment
which given a variable x will give it the default value F (resp. T) unless it finds the clause
(x) ∈C, where (x) is the clause with x as the unique literal.
Lemma 2.4. RCA0 proves that if the only relation in S which is not F-default is [x] or the
only relation which is not T-default is [¬x] then SAT(S) holds.
Proof. Assume [x] is the only relation of S which is not F-default. Given an instance (V,C)
of SAT(S), define the assignment ν : V → {F,T} as follows: ν(x) = T iff (x) ∈ C. The
assignment ν exists by ∆01-comprehension. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that there
is a formula ϕ ∈C such that ν(ϕ) = F. If ϕ = (x) for some variable x, then by definition
of ν , ν(x) = T hence ν(ϕ) = T. So suppose ϕ = R(x1, . . . ,xn) for some n ∈ N, where R is
a F-default relation. Let I = {i < n : (xi) ∈C}. As C is finitely satisfiable, so is ϕ∧i∈I(xi).
Let µ be an assignment satisfying ϕ
∧
i∈I(xi). In particular µ(xi) = T for each i ∈ I and µ
satisfies ϕ . By F-defaultness of R, the vector~r defined by~r(i) = T for i ∈ I and~r(i) = F
otherwise is in R. But by definition of ν , ν(xi) = T iff i ∈ I, hence~r = ν(x1) . . .ν(xn) ∈ R
and ν(ϕ) = T. So ν is a valid assignment and the proof can easily be formalized over
RCA0. Hence RCA0 ` SAT(S). The same reasoning holds whenever the only relation of
S which is not T-default is [¬x].

The following lemma simply reflects the fact that SAT([x 6= y]) can be seen as a refor-
mulation of COLOR2 which is equivalent to WKL0 over RCA0 [6].
Lemma 2.5. RCA0 proves that if [x 6= y] ∈ Rep∗NC(S), then WKL0↔ SAT(S).
Proof. As RCA0 `WKL0 → SAT, it suffices to prove that RCA0 ` SAT(S)→WKL0
to obtain desired equivalence. Fix an infinite, locally bipartite, computable graph G =
(V,E) and let θ ∈ Gen∗NC(S) be such that [θ ] = [x 6= y]. By definition, θ = (∃~z)R(x,y,~z)
for some R ∈ S. Take an infinite set W of fresh variables disjoint from V and define
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an instance (V ∪W,C) of SAT(S) by taking C = {R(x,y,~z) : x < y∧ {x,y} ∈ E ∧ (~z ∈
W has not yet been used)}. The set C is finitely satisfiable because G is locally bipartite.
Let ν : V ∪W → B be an assignment satisfying C and let P0 = {x ∈ V : ν(x) = F} and
P1 = {x ∈ V : ν(x) = T}. We claim that P0,P1 is a bipartition of G. Suppose for the sake
of absurd that the exists an i < 2 and two elements x < y ∈ Pi such that {x,y} ∈ E. Then
there exists fresh variables~z ∈W such that R(x,y,~z) ∈C. In particular, ν satisfies R(x,y,~z),
hence the formula θ(x,y) so ν(x) 6= ν(y), contradicting the assumption that x,y∈Pi. Hence
RCA0 ` SAT(S)→ COLOR2. 
Theorem 1.11 is proven by a case analysis using Lemma 2.3, by noticing that when we
are not in cases already handled by Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 2.5, we can find n-ary formulas
encoding [x] and [¬x] with n ≥ 2. Thus diagonalizing against some values becomes a Σ01
event.
Proof of Theorem 1.11. We reason by case analysis. Cases where every relation in S is F-
valid (resp. T-valid) are trivial. Cases where the only relation in S which is not F-default
(resp. T-default) is [x] (resp. [¬x]), and whenever [x 6= y] ∈ Rep∗NC(S) are already handled
by Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 2.5.
In the remaining case, by Lemma 2.3, [x] and [¬x] ∈ Rep∗NC(S). First we show that it
suffices to find two relations R1,R2 ∈ S together with two formulas ψ1,ψ2 ∈ Gen∗NC(S)
such that x1 6∈ Var(ψ1)∪Var(ψ2) and the following holds
[(∃~z)R1(x1,~z)∧ψ1(~z)] = [x1] and [(∃~z)R2(x1,~z)∧ψ2(~z)] = [¬x1]
to prove the existence of a path through an infinite binary tree. Then, we show that such
relations exist. Note that the difference with the assumption that [x] and [¬x] ∈ Rep∗NC(S)
is that the relations R1 and R2 have arity greater than 1, hence the relations R1 and R2 may
be added arbitrarily late to the set of formulas with fresh variables. Fix two disjoint sets
of variables: V =
{
xσ : σ ∈ 2<N
}
and W = {y1, . . .}. Let T ⊆ 2<N be an infinite tree. We
define an instance (V ∪W,C) of SAT(S) such that every satisfying assignment computes
an infinite path through T . We define the set C by stages C0 = /0 ⊆C1 ⊆ . . . Assume that
at stage s, the existence of each S-formula over variables
{
xσ ,yi : σ ∈ 2i, i < s
}
has been
decided. Given some string σ ∈ 2<N, we denote by T [σ ]s the set of strings τ ∈ T of length s
such that τ  σ .
1. If T [σ
_0]
s is empty but not T
[σ_1]
s for some σ ∈ 2<s, then add R2(xσ ,~y) and ψ2(~y)
to Cs for some fresh variables~y ∈W r{yi : i < s}.
2. If T [σ
_1]
s is empty but not T
[σ_0]
s for some σ ∈ 2<s, then add R1(xσ ,~y) and ψ1(~y)
to Cs for some fresh variables~y ∈W r{yi : i < s}.
This finishes the construction. We have ensured that for any satisfying assignment ν for C
and any string σ ∈ T inducing an infinite subtree, σ_ν(xσ ) also induces an infinite subtree.
Define the strictly increasing sequence of strings σ0 = ε ≺ σ1 ≺ . . . by σs+1 = σ_s ν(xσs).
The set P =
⋃
sσs is an infinite path through T . This proof can easily be formalized in
RCA0. Hence RCA0 ` SAT(S)→WKL0.
We now find the relations R1,R2 ∈ S and define the formulas ψ1 and ψ2 ∈ Gen∗NC(S).
Suppose there exists a relation R1 ∈ S which is not F-valid and is different from [x]. De-
fine the formula ϕ = R1(x1, . . .) and let ν ∈ Assign(ϕ) be such that ∀U ⊆ ν−1({T}), the
assignment which coincides with ν except for U does not satisfy ϕ . Because R1 is not
F-valid, ν−1({T}) 6= /0. Suppose w.l.o.g. that x1 ∈ ν−1({T}). Then the following holds
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for some constants i2, i3, . . .
[ϕ
∧
x∈ν−1({T})r{x1}
(x)
∧
x∈ν−1({F})
(¬x)] = [x1∧ (x2 = i2)∧ (x3 = i3) . . . ]
Suppose now the only non F-valid relation in S is [x], in which case there is a F-valid
relation R1 ∈ S which is not F-default. Thus there is a non-empty finite set I ⊂ ω and
a vector ~r ∈ R1 such that ~r(i) = T for each i ∈ I, but for every such ~r ∈ R1, ∃ j 6∈ I such
that~r( j) = T. Consider a minimal (in pointwise natural order) such~r. Define the formula
ϕ = R1(x1, . . .). Suppose without loss of generality that 1 6∈ I and ~r(1) = T. Then the
following holds for some constants i2, i3, . . .
[ϕ
∧
i∈I
(xi)
∧
~r(i)=0
(¬xi)] = [x1∧ (x2 = i2)∧ (x3 = i3) . . . ]
Similarly we can take any relation R2 of S which is not T-valid and is different from
[¬x] or which is T-valid but not T-default to construct an S-formula ψ2 ∈ Gen∗NC(S) with
y 6∈ Var(ψ2) and constants i2, i3, . . . such that [R2(x1, . . .)∧ψ2] = [¬x1∧ (x2 = i2)∧ (x3 =
i3) . . . ]. This finishes the proof. 
3. Ramsey-type Schaefer’s dichotomy theorem
The proof of Theorem 1.14 can be split into four steps, each of them being dichotomies
themselves. The first one, Theorem 3.4, states the existence of a gap between provabil-
ity in RCA0 and implying LRSAT([x 6= y]) over RCA0. Then we focus successively on
two classes of boolean formulas: bijunctive formulas (Theorem 3.12) and affine formu-
las (Theorem 3.16) whose corresponding principles happen to be either a consequence of
LRSAT([x 6= y]) or equivalent to the full class of bijunctive (resp. affine) formulas. Re-
maining cases are handled by Theorem 3.17. We first state a trivial relation between a
satisfaction principle and its Ramseyan version.
Lemma 3.1. RCA0 ` SAT(S)→ LRSAT(S)
Proof. Let (V,C,L) be an instance of LRSAT(S). Let ν : V →B be a satisfying assignment
for C. Then either {x ∈ L : ν(x) = T} or {x ∈ L : ν(x) = F} is infinite, and both sets exist
by ∆01-comprehension. 
Definition 3.2. Let S be a set of relations over Booleans. The class of existentially
quantified S-formulas with constants and closed under conjunction – i.e. of the form
(∃~x)∧i<n Ri[~x,~y,T,F] with Ri ∈ S – is denoted by Gen(S). We also define Rep(S) =
{[R] : R ∈ Gen(S)}, ie. the relations represented by existentially quantified S-formula with
constants and closed under conjunction. By abuse of notation, we may use Rep(R) when
R is a relation to denote Rep({R}). We can also define similar relations without constants,
denoted by GenNC and RepNC.
Lemma 3.3. RCA0 proves: If T is a sequence of Boolean relations such that [x 6= y] ∈
RepNC(T ), and S is a sequence of relations in RepNC(T ), then LRSAT(T )→ LRSAT(S).
Proof. Let (V,C,L) be an instance of LRSAT(S). Say V = {x0,x1, . . .} and C= {ϕ0,ϕ1, . . .}.
Define an instance (V ∪ F,D,L) of LRSAT(T ) where F = {y0,y1, . . .} is a set of fresh
variables disjoint from V , and D is a set of formulas defined by stages as follows. At
stage 0, D = /0. In order to make D computable, we will ensure that after stage s, no
formula over {xi,yi : i < s} will be added to D. At stage s, we want to add constraints
of ϕs to D. Because S ⊆ RepNC(T ) and T is c.e., we can effectively find a formula
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ψ ∈ GenNC(T ) equivalent to ϕs and translate it into a finite set of formulas ψ∗ as fol-
lows: (∃z.ψ1)∗ ' (ψ1[y/z])∗ where y ∈ F is a fresh variable, (ψ1 ∧ψ2)∗ ' ψ∗1 ∪ψ∗2 ,
R(xi1 , . . . ,xin)
∗ ' {R(y j1 , . . . ,y jn),xi1 = y j1 , . . . ,xin = y jn} where y jk are fresh variables of
F and x = y is a notation for the composition of (∃z)x 6= z∧ z 6= y. Add ψ∗ to D. It is easy
to check that any solution to (V ∪F ∪{c0,c1} ,D,L) is a solution to (V,C,L). 
3.1. From provability to LRSAT([x 6= y]). Our first dichotomy for Ramseyan principles
is between RCA0 and LRSAT([x 6= y]).
Theorem 3.4. If S satisfies one of the conditions (a)-(d) below then RCA0 ` LRSAT(S).
Otherwise RCA0 ` LRSAT(S)→ LRSAT([x 6= y]).
(a) Every relation in S is F-valid.
(b) Every relation in S is T-valid.
(c) Every relation in S is horn.
(d) Every relation in S is co-horn.
The proof of Theorem 3.4 follows Theorem 3.10.
Lemma 3.5 (Schaefer in [10, 3.2.1]). RCA0 proves: If S contains some relation which is
not horn and some relation which is not co-horn, then [x 6= y] ∈ Rep(S).
Lemma 3.6. RCA0 proves that at least one of the following holds:
(a) Every relation in S is F-valid.
(b) Every relation in S is T-valid.
(c) Every relation in S is horn.
(d) Every relation in S is co-horn.
(e) [x 6= y] ∈ RepNC(S).
Proof. Assume none of cases (a), (b) and (e) holds. Then by Lemma 2.3, [x] and [¬x] are
contained in RepNC(S), hence RepNC(S) =Rep(S). So by Lemma 3.5, either every relation
in S is horn, or every relation in S is co-horn. 
It is easy to see that LRSAT(F-valid) and LRSAT(T-valid) both hold over RCA0. We
will now prove that so do LRSAT(Horn) and LRSAT(CoHorn), but first we must introduce
the powerful tool of closure under functions.
Definition 3.7. We say that a relation R⊆Bn is closed or invariant under an m-ary function
f and that f is a polymorphism of R if for every m-tuple 〈v1, . . . ,vm〉 of vectors of R,
~f (v1, . . . ,vm) ∈ R where ~f is the coordinate-wise application of the function f .
We denote the set of all polymorphisms of R by Pol(R), and for a set Γ of Boolean
relations we define Pol(Γ) = { f : f ∈ Pol(R) for every R ∈ Γ}. Similarly for a set B of
Boolean functions, Inv (B)= {R : B⊆ Pol(R)} is the set of invariants of B. One easily sees
that the projection functions are polymorphism of every Boolean relation R. In particular,
the identity function is a polymorphism of R. As well, the composition of polymorphisms
of R form again a polymorphism of R. So given a set of Boolean relations S, Pol(S)
contains all projection functions and is closed under composition. The sets of functions
satisfying those closure properties have been studied in universal algebra under the name
of clones. We have seen that for every set of Boolean relations S, Pol(S) is a clone. Post [9]
studied the lattice of clones of Boolean functions and proved that they admit a finite basis.
The lattice structure of the Boolean clones has connections with the complexity of sat-
ifiability problems. Indeed, if some clone A is a subset of another clone B, then Inv (A)⊇
Inv (B). But then trivially LRSAT(Inv (A))→ LRSAT(Inv (B)). As well, we shall see
that as soon as [x = y] ∈ RepNC(S), the sets RepNC(S) and Inv (Pol(S)) coincide. There-
fore, assuming that the equality relation is representable in S, the study of the strength
of LRSAT(S) can be reduced to the study of the strength of LRSAT(Inv (A)) for every
clone in Post’s lattice.
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Definition 3.8. The conjunction function conj : B2 → B is defined by conj(a,b) = a∧ b,
the disjunction function disj : B2→ B by disj(a,b) = a∨b, the affine function aff : B3→ B
by aff(a,b,c) = a⊕ b⊕ c = T and the majority function maj : B3 → B by maj(a,b,c) =
(a∧b)∨ (a∧ c)∨ (b∧ c).
The following theorem due to Schaefer characterizes relations in terms of closure under
some functions. The proof is relativizable and involves finite objects. Hence it can be
easily proven to hold over RCA0.
Theorem 3.9 (Schaefer [10]). A relation is
(1) horn iff it is closed under conjunction function
(2) co-horn iff it is closed under disjunction function
(3) affine iff it is closed under affine function
(4) bijunctive iff it is closed under majority function
In other words, using Post’s lattice, a relation R is horn iff E2 ⊆ Pol(R), co-horn iff
V2 ⊆Pol(R), affine iff L2 ⊆Pol(R) and bijunctive iff D2 ⊆Pol(R). In the case of horn and
co-horn relations, we will use the closure of the valid assignments under the conjunction
and disjunction functions to prove that LRSAT(Horn) and LRSAT(CoHorn) both hold
over RCA0.
Theorem 3.10. If every relation in S is horn (resp. co-horn) then RCA0 ` LRSAT(S).
Proof. We will prove it over RCA0 for the horn case. The proof for co-horn relations
is similar. Let (V,C,L) be an instance of LRSAT(Horn) and F ⊆ L be the collection of
variables x ∈ L such that there exists a finite set C f in ⊆C for which every valid assignment
ν satisfies ν(x) = T.
Case 1: F is infinite. Because F is Σ01, we can find an infinite ∆
0
1 subset H of F . The set
H is homogeneous for C with color T.
Case 2: F is finite. We take H = LrF and claim that H is homogeneous for C with
color F. If H is not homogeneous for C, then there exists a finite set C f in ⊆C witnessing
it. Let H f in = Var(C f in)∩H. By definition of not being homogeneous with color F, for
every assignment ν satisfying C f in, there exists a variable x ∈ H f in such that ν(x) = T.
By definition of H, for each variable x ∈ H there exists a valid assignment νx such that
νx(x) = F. By Theorem 3.9, the class valid assignments of a finite horn formula is closed
under conjunction. So ν =
∧
x∈H f in νx is a valid assignment for C f in such that ν(x) = F for
each x ∈ H f in. Contradiction. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. If every relation in S is F-valid (resp. T-valid) then LRSAT(S)
holds obviously over RCA0. If every relation in S is horn (resp. co-horn) then by The-
orem 3.10, LRSAT(S) holds also over RCA0. By Lemma 3.6, the only remaining case
is where [x 6= y] ∈ RepNC(S). There exists a finite (hence c.e.) subset T ⊆ S such that
[x 6= y] ∈ RepNC(T ). By Lemma 3.3, RCA0 ` LRSAT(T ) → LRSAT([x 6= y]), hence
RCA0 ` LRSAT(S)→ LRSAT([x 6= y]). 
The following technical lemma will be very useful for the remainder of the paper.
Lemma 3.11. RCA0 proves the following: Suppose T is a sequence of Boolean relations
such that
1. T contains a relation which is not F-valid
2. T contains a relation which is not T-valid
3. [x 6= y] ∈ RepNC(T )
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If S is a sequence such that S⊆ RepNC(T ∪{[x], [¬x]}) then LRSAT(T )→ LRSAT(S).
Proof. We reason by case analysis. Suppose that [x] and [¬x] are both in RepNC(T ). Then
S⊆ RepNC(T ), so by Lemma 3.3, RCA0 ` LRSAT(T )→ LRSAT(S).
Suppose now that either [x] or [¬x] is not in RepNC(T ). Then by Lemma 4.3 of [10], ev-
ery relation in T is complementive, that is, if~r∈R for some R∈ T , then the pointwise nega-
tion of~r is also in R. By Lemma 3.3, it suffices to ensure that RCA0 `LRSAT(RepNC(T ))→
LRSAT(T ∪{[x], [¬x]}) to conclude, as RCA0 ` LRSAT(T )→ LRSAT(RepNC(T )). Let
(V,C,L) be an instance of LRSAT(T ∪{[x], [¬x]}). Say V = {x0,x1, . . .} and C= {ϕ0,ϕ1, . . .}.
Define an instance (V ∪{c0,c1} ,D,L) of LRSAT(RepNC(T )) such that c0,c1 6∈V and with
the set of formulas
D = {c0 6= c1}∪{R(~x) ∈C : R 6= [x]∧R 6= [¬x]}∪{x = c0 : (¬x) ∈C}∪{x = c1 : (x) ∈C}
Note that [x = y] ∈ RepNC(T ) as [x = y] = [(∃z)x 6= z∧ z 6= y] and [x 6= y] ∈ RepNC(T ). The
instance (V ∪{c0,c1} ,D,L) is obviously finitely satisfiable as every valid assignment ν of
(V,C,L) induces an assignment of (V ∪{c0,c1} ,D,L) by setting ν(c0) = F and ν(c1) =
T. Conversely, we prove that for every assignment ν satisfying (V ∪{c0,c1} ,D,L), the
assignment µ defined to be ν if ν(c0) = F and the pointwise negation of ν if ν(c0) = T
satisfies (V,C,L). Suppose there exists a finite subset E ⊂ C such that µ(∧E) = F. For
every formula (¬x) ∈ E, µ(x) = µ(c0) = F and for every (x) ∈ E, µ(x) = µ(c1) = T. So
there must exist a relation R∈ T such that R(~x)∈E and µ(R(~x)) =F. By complementation
of R, ν(R(~x))=F, but R(~x)∈D, contradicting the assumption that ν satisfies D. Therefore,
every infinite set H ⊆ L homogeneous for D is homogeneous for C. 
3.2. Bijunctive satisfiability. Our second dichotomy theorem concerns bijunctive rela-
tions. Either the related principle is a consequence of LRSAT([x 6= y]) over RCA0, or it
has full strength of LRSAT(Bijunctive). In the remainder of this subsection, we will make
the following assumptions and denote them by the shorthand in the right column of the
table:
(i) S contains only bijunctive relations (D2 ⊆ Pol(S))
(ii) S contains a relation which is not F-valid (I0 6⊆ Pol(S))
(iii) S contains a relation which is not T-valid (I1 6⊆ Pol(S))
(iv) [x 6= y] ∈ RepNC(S) (Pol(S)⊆ D)
Theorem 3.12. If S contains only affine relations then RCA0 `LRSAT([x 6= y])→LRSAT(S).
Otherwise RCA0 ` LRSAT(S)↔ LRSAT(Bijunctive).
The proof of Theorem 3.12 follows Lemma 3.15.
Definition 3.13. For any set S of relations, the co-clone of S is the closure of S by existen-
tial quantification, equality and conjunction. We denote it by 〈S〉.
Remark that in general, RepNC(S) may be different from 〈S〉 if [x = y] 6∈ RepNC(S).
However in our case, we assume that [x 6= y] ∈ RepNC(S), hence [x = y] ∈ RepNC(S) and
RepNC(S) = 〈S〉. The following property will happen to be very useful for proving that a
relation R ∈ RepNC(S).
Lemma 3.14 (Folklore). Inv (Pol(S)) = 〈S〉
Lemma 3.15. One of the following holds:
(a) RepNC(S) contains all bijunctive relations.
(b) S⊆ RepNC({[x], [x 6= y]}).
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Proof. By the blanket assumption of the subsection, D2⊆Pol(S)⊆D. Either D1⊆Pol(S)
or Pol(S) = D2. If D1 ⊆ Pol(S), then every relation in S is affine, so S ⊆ Inv (D1) =
RepNC({[x], [x 6= y]}). If Pol(S) = D2 then RepNC(S) = 〈S〉 = Inv (Pol(S)) = Inv (D2)
which is the set of all bijunctive relations. 
Proof of Theorem 3.12. By Lemma 3.15, either RepNC(S) contains all bijunctive relations
or S ⊆ RepNC({[x], [x 6= y]}). In the latter case, by Lemma 3.11 LRSAT([x 6= y]) implies
LRSAT(S) over RCA0. In the former case, there exists a finite basis S0 ⊆ S such that
RepNC(S0) contains all bijunctive relations. In particular S0 is a c.e. set, so RCA0 `
LRSAT(S0)→ LRSAT(Bijunctive). Any instance of LRSAT(S0) being an instance of
LRSAT(S), RCA0 ` LRSAT(S)→ LRSAT(Bijunctive). The reverse implication follows
directly from the assumption that every relation in S is bijunctive. So RCA0 `LRSAT(S)↔
LRSAT(Bijunctive). 
3.3. Affine satisfiability. In this section, we will prove that if S satisfies none of the previ-
ous cases and contains only affine relations, then the corresponding Ramseyan satisfaction
problem is equivalent to LRSAT(Affine) over RCA0. So suppose that
(i) S contains only affine relations (L2 ⊆ Pol(S))
(ii) S contains a relation which is not bijunctive (D2 6⊆ Pol(S))
(iii) S contains a relation which is not F-valid (I0 6⊆ Pol(S))
(iv) S contains a relation which is not T-valid (I1 6⊆ Pol(S))
(v) [x 6= y] ∈ RepNC(S) (Pol(S)⊆ D)
In particular, Pol(S)( D.
Theorem 3.16. RCA0 ` LRSAT(S)↔ LRSAT(Affine)
Proof. By assumption, every relation in S is affine. Hence RCA0 ` LRSAT(Affine)→
LRSAT(S). As L2 ⊆ Pol(S) ( D, Pol(S) is either L3 or L2. In particular, Pol(S ∪
{[x], [¬x]}) = L2 Considering the corresponding invariants,
Inv (L2)⊆ Inv(Pol(S∪{[x], [¬x]})) = 〈S∪{[x], [¬x]}〉= RepNC(S∪{[x], [¬x]})
There exists a finite basis S0 such that RepNC(S0) contains all affine relations. Inv (L2)
being the set of affine relations, S0 ⊂ RepNC(S∪{[x], [¬x]}). There exists a finite (hence
c.e.) subset T of S such that S0 ⊆ RepNC(T ∪{[x], [¬x]}). In particular,
{R : R is affine} ⊆ RepNC(S0)⊆ RepNC(T ∪{[x], [¬x]})
By Lemma 3.11, RCA0 ` LRSAT(T )→ LRSAT(Affine), hence RCA0 ` LRSAT(S)→
LRSAT(Affine). 
3.4. Remaining cases. Based on Post’s lattice, the only remaining cases are Pol(S) = N2
or Pol(S) = I2.
Theorem 3.17. If Pol(S)⊆ N2 then RCA0 ` LRSAT(S)↔ LRSAT.
Proof. The direction RCA0 ` LRSAT→ LRSAT(S) is obvious. We will prove the con-
verse. Because Pol(S)⊆ N2, Pol(S∪{[x]}) = I2.
RepNC(S∪{[x]}) = 〈S∪{[x]}〉= Inv (Pol(S∪{[x]}))⊇ Inv (I2)
Note that Inv (I2) is the set of all Boolean relations. As Inv (I2) has a finite basis, there exists
a finite S0 ⊆ S such that RepNC(S0∪{[x]}) contains all Boolean relations. By Lemma 3.11,
RCA0 ` LRSAT(S0)→ LRSAT. Hence RCA0 ` LRSAT(S)↔ LRSAT. 
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Proof of Theorem 1.14. By case analysis over Pol(S). If I0, I1, E2 and V2 are included in
Pol(S) (that is, if S contains only F-valid, T-valid, horn or co-horn relations) then by Theo-
rem 3.4, RCA0 `LRSAT(S). If D1⊆Pol(S)⊆D then RCA0 `LRSAT(S)↔LRSAT([x 6=
y]) by Theorem 3.12. By the same theorem, if Pol(S) = D2 then RCA0 ` LRSAT(S)↔
LRSAT(Bijunctive). If L2 ⊆ Pol(S) ⊆ L3 then by Theorem 3.16, RCA0 ` LRSAT(S)↔
LRSAT(Affine). Otherwise, I2 ⊆ Pol(S) ⊆ N2 in which case RCA0 ` LRSAT(S) ↔
LRSAT by Theorem 3.17. 
The principle LRSAT([x 6= y]) coincides with an already existing principle about bi-
partite graphs. For k ∈ N, we say that a graph G = (V,E) is k-colorable if there is a
function f : V → k such that (∀(x,y) ∈ E)( f (x) 6= f (y)), and we say that a graph is finitely
k-colorable if every finite induced subgraph is k-colorable.
Definition 3.18. Let G = (V,E) be a graph. A set H ⊆ V is homogeneous for G if every
finite V0 ⊆V induces a subgraph that is k-colorable by a coloring that colors every v ∈V0∩
H color 0. LRCOLORk is the statement “For every infinite, finitely k-colorable graph G =
(V,E) and every infinite L ⊆V there exists an infinite H ⊆ L that is homogeneous for G”.
RCOLORk is the restriction of LRCOLORk with L = V . An instance of LRCOLORk is a
pair (G,L). For RCOLORk, it is simply the graph G.
Theorem 3.19. RCA0 ` RCOLOR2↔ LRSAT([x 6= y])
Proof. See [2] for a proof of RCA0 ` RCOLOR2 ↔ LRCOLOR2. There exists a di-
rect mapping between an instance (V,C,L) of LRSAT([x 6= y]) and an instance (G,L) of
LRCOLOR2 where G = (V,E) by taking E = {{x,y} : x 6= y ∈C}. 
4. The strength of satisfiability
Localized principles are relatively easy to manipulate as they can express relations de-
fined using existential quantifier by restricting the localized set L to the variables not cap-
tured by any quantifier. However we will see that when the set of relations has some good
closure properties, the unlocalized version of the principle is as expressive as its localized
one.
Theorem 4.1. RCA0 proves that if S be a Σ01 co-clone then RSAT(S)↔ LRSAT(S)
Proof. The implication LRSAT(S)→ RSAT(S) is obvious. To prove the converse, let
(V,C,L) be an instance of LRSAT(S) with V = {xi : i ∈ ω} and C = {θi : i ∈ ω}. Let CL
be a computable enumeration of formulas φ(~x) = R(~x) with R∈ S and~x⊂ L such that there
exists a finite subset C f in of C for which every valid truth assignment ν over C f in satisfies
ν(φ) = T.
If CL is finite, then there is a bound m such that if φ ∈CL then max(i : xi ∈Var(φ))≤m.
Then take H = {xi ∈ L : i > m}. H ⊆ L and is infinite because L is infinite.
Claim. For every c ∈ B, H is homogeneous for C with color c.
Proof of claim. If not then there exists a finite subset C f in of C such that H is not
homogeneous for C f in with color c. Let ~y = Var(C f in)r L. Because S is a co-clone, it
is closed under finite conjunction and projection, hence (∃~y)∧C f in is equivalent to an S-
formula, say ϕ . In particular Var(ϕ)⊆ Var(C f in)∩L and ϕ ∈CL. For every assignment ν
satisfying ϕ , there is a variable x∈H such that ν(x) =¬c. Then Var(ϕ)∩H 6= /0. However
ϕ ∈CL, so Var(ϕ)∩H = /0 by definition of H. Contradiction. This finishes the proof of
the claim.
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So suppose instead CL = {φi : i ∈ N} is infinite, and suppose each φi is unique. We
construct an instance (V ′,C′) of RSAT(S) by taking V ′ = L∪{yn : n ∈ N} and constructing
C′ by stages as follows: At stage 0, C′ = /0. At stage s+1, look at φs = R(x1, . . . ,xm) and let
xi be the greatest variable in lexicographic order among x1, . . . ,xm. Add the formula xi = ys
and the formula R(x1, . . . ,xi−1,ys,xi+1, . . . ,xm) to C′. Then go to next stage. This finishes
the construction. Note that C′ is satisfiable, otherwise by definition there would be a finite
unsatisfiable subset C f in ⊂ CL from which we could extract an unsatisfiable subset of C.
Also note that, by assuming that φi is unique and xi is the greatest variable in lexicographic
order, the number of stages s such that the formula x = ys is added to C′ is finite for each
variable x.
Let H ′ be an infinite set homogeneous for C′ with color c. We can extract from H ′ an in-
finite subset of L homogeneous for C′ with color c because either L∩H ′ or {x ∈ L : (x = yn) ∈C′ and yn ∈ H ′}
is infinite and both are homogeneous for C′ with color c. So fix H ⊆ L, an infinite set ho-
mogeneous for C′ (and for CL) with color c.
Claim. H is homogeneous for C with color c.
Proof of claim. By the same argument as previous claim, suppose there is a finite subset
C f in of C such that H is not homogeneous for C f in with color c. Let ϕ be the S-formula
equivalent to (∃~y)∧C f in where ~y = Var(C f in)r L. For every valid assignment ν for ϕ ,
there is a variable x ∈ H such that ν(x) = ¬c. But ϕ ∈CL and hence H is homogeneous
for ϕ with color c. Contradiction. This last claims finishes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
Noticing that affine (resp. bijunctive) relations form a co-clone, we immediately deduce
the following corollary.
Corollary 4.2. RSAT(Affine) and RSAT(Bijunctive) are equivalent to their local version
over RCA0.
A useful principle below WKL0 for studying the strength of a statement is the notion of
diagonally non-computable function.
Definition 4.3. A total function f is diagonally non-computable if (∀e) f (e) 6= Φe(e).
DNR is the corresponding principle, i.e. for every X , there exists a function d.n.c. rel-
ative to X .
DNR is known to coincide with the restriction of RWKL to trees of positive measure
([5, 2]). On the other side, there exists an ω-model of DNR which is not a model of
RCOLOR2 ([2]). We will now prove that we can compute a diagonally non-computable
function from any infinite set homogeneous for a particular set of affine formulas. As
RSAT implies LRSAT(Affine) over RCA0, it gives another proof of RCA0 ` RWKL→
DNR.
Theorem 4.4. RCA0 ` RSAT(Affine)→DNR.
Proof. We construct a computable set C of affine formulas over a computable set V of
variables such that every infinite set homogeneous for C computes a diagonally non-
computable function. Relativization is straightforward. Let t : N→ N be the computable
function defined by t(0) = 2 and t(e+ 1) = 2+∑ei=0 t(i). Note that every image by t is
even. For every e ∈ N, let 〈De, j : j ∈ N〉 denote the canonical enumeration of all finite sets
of size t(e). We fix a countable set of variables V = {x0,x1, . . .} a define a set of formulas
C satisfying the following requirements:
Re : Φe(e) ↓⇒ De,Φe(e) is not homogeneous for C
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We first show how to construct a d.n.c. function from an infinite set H homogeneous
for C, assuming that each requirement is satisfied. Let g(·) be such that De,g(e) are the
least t(e) elements of H. We claim that g is a d.n.c. function: If Φe(e) ↑ then obviously
g(e) 6=Φe(e). IfΦe(e) ↓ then because of requirementRe, De,Φe(e)∩H¯ 6= /0, hence De,g(e) 6=
De,Φe(e) so g(e) 6=Φe(e).
We define C by stages. At stage 0, C = /0. To make C computable, we will not add to C
any formula over {xi : i≤ s} after stage s. Suppose at stage s Φe,s(e) ↓ for some e< s – we
can assume w.l.o.g. that at most one e halts at each stage –. Then add xs⊕ xs⊕De,Φe,s(e)
to C. This finishes stage s. One easily check that each requirements is satisfied as xs⊕
xs
⊕
De,Φe,s is logically equivalent to
⊕
De,Φe,s(e), and as De,Φe,s(e) has even size, so the
relation is neither F-valid nor T-valid, hence De,Φe,s(e) is not homogeneous for C.
Claim. The resulting instance is satisfiable.
Proof of claim. If not, there exists a finite C f in ⊂ C which is not satisfiable. For a
given Turing index e, define Ce to be the set of formulas added in some stage s at which
Φi,s(i) ↓ for some i < e. There exists an emax such that C f in ⊆Cemax . We will define a valid
assignment νe of Ce by Σ1-induction over e.
If e = 0, then C0 = /0 and ν0 = /0 is a valid assignment. Suppose we have a valid
assignment νe for some Ce. We will construct a valid assignment νe+1 for Ce+1. If Φe(e) ↑
then Ce+1 = Ce and νe is a valid assignment for Ce+1. Otherwise Φe(e) ↓. Ce+1 = Ce ∪{
xs⊕ xs⊕De,Φe(e)}. Var(Ce) has at most ∑e−1i=0 elements, hence De,Φe(e)rVar(Ce) is not
empty. We can hence easily extend our valuation νe to De,Φe(e) such that the resulting
valuation satisfies Ce+1. This claim finishes the proof of Theorem 4.4. 
5. Conclusions and questions
Satisfaction principles happen to collapse in the case of a full assignment existence
statement. The definition is not robust and the conditions of the corresponding dichotomy
theorem evolves if we make the slight modification of allowing conjunctions in our defini-
tion of formulas.
However, the proposed Ramseyan version leads to a much more robust dichotomy the-
orem with four main subsystems. The conditions of “tractability” – here provability over
RCA0 – differ from those of Schaefer dichotomy theorem but the considered classes of
relations remain the same. We obtain the surprising result that infinite versions of horn
and co-horn satisfaction problems are provable over RCA0 and strictly weaker than bijunc-
tive and affine corresponding principles, whereas the complexity classification of [1] has
shown that horn satisfiability was P-complete under AC0 reduction, hence at least as strong
as bijunctive satisfiability which is NL-complete.
5.1. Summary of principles considered. The following diagram summarizes the known
relations between the principles considered here. Single arrows express implication over
RCA0. Double arrows mean that implications are strict. A crossed arrow denotes a non-
implication over ω-models.
Localized and non-localized principles coincide for the main principles because of The-
orem 4.1. By [2], there exists an ω-model of DNR – and even WWKL0 –which is not a
model of RCOLOR2. The missing arrows are all unknown.
5.2. Open questions. Very few relations are known between the four main subsystems
studied in this paper: RSAT, RSAT(Affine), RSAT(Bijunctive) and RCOLOR2. Theo-
rem 1.14 states that LRSAT(S) is equivalent to one of the above mentioned principles, or
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Figure 1. Summary of principles
is provable over RCA0. However those principles are not known to be pairwise distinct. In
particular the principle RCOLOR2 introduced in [2] is not even known to be strictly below
RWKL.
Question 5.1. What are the relations between RSAT, RSAT(Affine), RSAT(Bijunctive)
and RCOLOR2 ?
Question 5.2. Does RCOLOR2 imply DNR over RCA0 ? Does it imply RWKL ?
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Appendix A. Post’s lattice
R1 R0
BF
R2
M
M1 M0
M2
S20
S30
S0
S202
S302
S02
S201
S301
S01
S200
S300
S00
S21
S31
S1
S212
S312
S12
S211
S311
S11
S210
S310
S10
D
D1
D2
L
L1 L0
L2
L3
V
V1 V0
V2
E
E0E1
E2
I
I1 I0
I2
N2
N
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Class Definition Base(s)
BF all Boolean functions {∧,¬}
R0 { f ∈ BF | f is 0-reproducing } {∧,⊕}
R1 { f ∈ BF | f is 1-reproducing } {∨,x⊕ y⊕1}
R2 R1∩R0 {∨,x∧ (y⊕ z⊕1)}
M { f ∈ BF | f is monotonic } {∧,∨,0,1}
M1 M∩R1 {∧,∨,1}
M0 M∩R0 {∧,∨,0}
M2 M∩R2 {∧,∨}
Sn0 { f ∈ BF | f is 0-separating of degree n } {→,dual(tn)}
S0 { f ∈ BF | f is 0-separating } {→}
Sn1 { f ∈ BF | f is 1-separating of degree n } {x∧ y, tn}
S1 { f ∈ BF | f is 1-separating } {x∧ y}
Sn02 S
n
0∩R2 {x∨ (y∧ z),dual(tn)}
S02 S0∩R2 {x∨ (y∧ z)}
Sn01 S
n
0∩M {dual(tn),1}
S01 S0∩M {x∨ (y∧ z),1}
Sn00 S
n
0∩R2∩M {x∨ (y∧ z),dual(tn)}
S00 S0∩R2∩M {x∨ (y∧ z)}
Sn12 S
n
1∩R2 {x∧ (y∨ z), tn}
S12 S1∩R2 {x∧ (y∨ z)}
Sn11 S
n
1∩M {tn,0}
S11 S1∩M {x∧ (y∨ z),0}
Sn10 S
n
1∩R2∩M {x∧ (y∨ z), tn}
S10 S1∩R2∩M {x∧ (y∨ z)}
D { f | f is self-dual } {(x∧ y)∨ (x∧ z)∨ (y∧ z)}
D1 D∩R2 {(x∧ y)∨ (x∧ z)∨ (y∧ z)}
D2 D∩M {(x∧ y)∨ (y∧ z)∨ (x∧ z)}
L { f | f is linear} {⊕,1}
L0 L∩R0 {⊕}
L1 L∩R1 {↔}
L2 L∩R2 {x⊕ y⊕ z}
L3 L∩D {x⊕ y⊕ z⊕1}
V { f | f is an ∨-function or a constant function} {∨,0,1}
V0 [{∨}]∪ [{0}] {∨,0}
V1 [{∨}]∪ [{1}] {∨,1}
V2 [{∨}] {∨}
E { f | f is an ∧-function or a constant function} {∧,0,1}
E0 [{∧}]∪ [{0}] {∧,0}
E1 [{∧}]∪ [{1}] {∧,1}
E2 [{∧}] {∧}
N [{¬}]∪ [{0}]∪ [{1}] {¬,1}, {¬,0}
N2 [{¬}] {¬}
I [{id}]∪ [{1}]∪ [{0}] {id,0,1}
I0 [{id}]∪ [{0}] {id,0}
I1 [{id}]∪ [{1}] {id,1}
I2 [{id}] {id}
Figure 2. The list of all Boolean clones with definitions and bases, where
tn :=
∨n+1
i=1
∧n+1
j=1, j 6=i x j and dual( f )(a1, . . . ,an) = ¬ f (¬a1 . . . ,¬an).
